
New Lititz DVDs as of March
5/11/2017

CALL # TITLE CAST RATING DESCRIPTION

BLURAY 

APOCAL Apocalypse now

Marlon Brando, 

Robert Duvall R

A soldier travels upriver from Vietnam into Cambodia to kill a colonel who has gone mad and is 

planning unauthorized attacks by his native troops. Features both the original cut and the Redux 

version.

BLURAY BLITZ Blitz

Aidan Gillen, Jason 

Statham R

A tough cop is dispatched to take down a serial killer who has been targeting police officers. A fast-

paced thriller set in contemporary London reflects the challenges faced by a group of police officers 

working in a modern, multi-cultural society.

BLURAY BOND 

SPECTR Spectre

Daniel Craig, Naomie 

Harris PG-13

A cryptic message from Bond's past sends him on a trail to uncover a sinister organisation. While M 

battles political forces to keep the secret service alive, Bond peels back the layers of deceit to reveal 

the terrible truth behind Spectre.

BLURAY CAPTAI

Captain 

Fantastic

Viggo Mortensen, 

George Mackay R

Deep in the forests of the Pacific Northwest, isolated from society, a devoted father dedicates his life 

to transforming his six young children into extraordinary adults. But when a tragedy strikes the family, 

they are forced to leave this self-created paradise and begin a journey into the outside world that 

challenges his idea of what it means to be a parent.

BLURAY COP Cop land

Sylvester Stallone, 

Harvey Keitel R

Freddy Heflin, the sheriff of a place everyone calls 'Cop Land', a small and seemingly peaceful town 

populated by the big-city police officers. Yet when Freddy uncovers a conspiracy he is forced to take 

action and make a dangerous choice between protecting his idols and upholding the law.

BLURAY CROW The crow

Brandon Lee, Ernie 

Hudson R A murdered man comes back to avenge his death and to protect the innocent.

BLURAY CUT Cut Bank

Liam Hemsworth, 

Teresa Palmer

Looking to leave his sleepy town of Cut Bank, Dwayne McLaren hatches a get-rich scheme to get 

himself out. But when Dwayne's plan backfires and he's swept into a murder investigation led by the 

local sheriff, he discovers that Cut Bank is a Small town full of deadly surprises.

BLURAY 

ERASED Erased

Aaron Eckhart, Liana 

Liberato R

When former CIA agent Ben Logan finds himself suddenly targeted for termination, he is propelled 

into an all-out, frenzied run for his life with the only person left who needs him alive: The 15 year-old 

daughter he barely knows.

BLURAY GREEN The green mile

Tom Hanks, David 

Morse R

A death row inmate in a Southern prison possesses the unusual gift of healing. A guard discovers the 

inmate's miraculous power and begins to question the man's guilt.

Bluray
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BLURAY 

HOSTAG Hostage

Bruce Willis, Ben 

Foster R

Bruce Willis stars as Jeff Talley, a big-city hostage negotiator who voluntarily trades trauma for house 

calls when he becomes Chief of Police in a sleepy town. But when a random crime escalates into a 

deadly standoff, Talley finds himself thrust into a situation far more volatile and terrifying than 

anything he could ever imagine.

BLURAY HOUSE

House at the end 

of the street

Elisabeth Shue, 

Jennifer Lawrence

Intense  

violence 

and 

terror

Newly divorced Sarah and her teenage daughter Elissa have just moved to the suburbs. But their 

hopes quickly shatter as they learn that, years earlier, a grisly murder took place next door when a 

deranged girl killed her parents. The girl's older brother Ryan still occupies the house, and when he 

befriends Elissa, his secretive past could become her worst nightmare.

BLURAY JACK Jack Reacher.

Tom Cruise, Cobie 

Smulders PG-13

Based on Lee Child's bestselling novel Never Go Back, finds the itinerant problem-solver accused of 

murder, and learning that he may have a child he has never met.

BLURAY KUBO

Kubo and the 

two strings

Charlize Theron, Art 

Parkinson PG 

The adventures of a young boy named Kubo who is looking for a magical suit of armor worn by his 

father in order to defeat a vengeful spirit from the past.

BLURAY LAST The last stand

Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, 

Forest Whitaker R

After leaving his LAPD narcotics post, Sheriff Ray Owens settled into a life fighting what little crime 

takes place in his sleepy border town. That peaceful existence is shattered when Gabriel Cortez, one 

of the most notorious drug kingpins, makes an escape from the FBI. Cortez begins racing towards the 

US-Mexico border, straight through Sommerton Junction.

BLURAY LETS Let's be cops

Andy Garcia, James 

D'arcy R

It's the ultimate buddy cop movie except for one thing: they're not cops. When two struggling pals 

dress as police officers for a costume party, they become neighborhood sensations. But when these 

newly-minted  heroes  get tangled in a real life web of mobsters and dirty detectives, they must put 

their fake badges on the line.

BLURAY 

LOVING Loving

Joel Edgerton, Ruth 

Negga PG-13

The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, an interracial couple, whose challenge of their anti-

miscegenation arrest for their marriage in Virginia led to a legal battle that would end at the US 

Supreme Court.

BLURAY MAMA Mama

Jessica Chastain, 

Nikolaj Coster-

Waldau. PG-13

A supernatural thriller that tells the haunting tale of two little girls who disappeared into the woods 

the day that their parents were killed. When they are rescued years later and begin a new life, they 

find that someone or something still wants to come tuck them in at night.

BLURAY MY

My super ex-

girlfriend

Uma Thurman, Luke 

Wilson PG-13 When Matt dumps his superhero girlfriend Jenny, she uses her powers to make his life miserable.
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BLURAY 

NOTEBO The notebook

Gena Rowlands, Joan 

Allen PG-13

Two teenagers from opposite sides of the tracks fall in love one summer, but are tragically forced 

apart. When they reunite seven years later, their passionate romance is rekindled, forcing one of 

them to choose between true love and class order.

BLURAY OUR

Our brand is 

crisis

Sandra Bullock, Billy 

Bob Thornton R

A Bolivian presidential candidate failing badly in the polls enlists an elite American management team, 

led by the damaged but brilliant strategist, Jane Bodine.  Jane is coaxed back into the game for the 

chance to beat her professional nemesis, the loathsome Pat Candy, now coaching the opposition.

BLURAY PINOCC Pinocchio

Voices: Mel Blanc, 

Walter Catlett G

A wooden puppet must earn the right to be a real boy by proving that he is brave, truthful, and 

unselfish. Includes: all-new digital restoration  an alternate ending  never-before-seen deleted scene  

Pinocchio's Puzzles game  music video  and much more.

BLURAY 

ROBOCO RoboCop

Peter Weller, Nancy 

Allen

RoboCop is designed to stop a crimewave which is spreading all across America. The cyborg is 

programmed to serve the public trust, uphold the law and protect the innocent. All goes well at first, 

but there are forces which will stop at nothing to see him eliminated.

BLURAY 

SHERLO GAME

Sherlock 

Holmes. Game 

of Shadows

Robert Downey, Jr., 

Rachel McAdams PG

Professor James Moriarty is he Holmes' intellectual equal and his capacity for evil, and lack of 

conscience, may give him an advantage over the renowned detective. 

BLURAY SON

The son of no 

one

Channing Tatum, 

Tracy Morgan R

Jonathan is a second-generation cop who gets assigned to a homicide cold case.  There is evidence of 

a possible cover-up by the former lead detective. As Jonathan digs deeper into the assignment, a dark 

secret threatens to destroy his life and his family.

BLURAY STAR  

FORCE

Star Wars 7.  

Forc e Awakens

Harrison Ford, Daisy 

Ridley PG-13

Luke Skywalker is missing when the galaxy needs him most. It's up to Rey, a desert scavenger, and 

Finn, a defecting stormtrooper, to join forces with Han Solo and Chewbacca in a desperate search for 

the one hope of restoring peace to the galaxy.

BLURAY THIRTE 13

Ram Riley, Ray 

Winstone R

A man in desperate circumstances steals an envelope containing instructions for a mysterious job that 

promises a potential fortune. The stakes are high, but the payout is more than he can resist. His only 

collateral is his life, and however long his luck can hold. What will it take to be the last man standing?

BLURAY 

THOMAS

The Thomas 

Crown affair

Pierce Brosnan, Rene 

Russo R

Thrill-seeking billionaire Thomas Crown pulls off the ultimate heist when he steals a priceless painting 

in broad daylight. But when he finds himself up against the beautiful insurance investigator hired to 

retrieve the masterpiece, the two engage in a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse.
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BLURAY THREE 3:10 to Yuma

Russell Crowe, 

Christian Bale R

Arizona in the late 1800s. Infamous outlaw Ben Wade is captured.  Dan Evans, struggling to survive on 

his drought-plagued ranch, volunteers to deliver him alive to the train that will take the killer to trial. 

But Wade's outfit is on their trail, the mission soon becomes a violent.

BLURAY 

TWELVE 12 monkeys

Brad Pitt, Bruce 

Willis R

 Cole is sent back in time to save the human race from a deadly virus that has forced mankind into 

dank underground communities in the future.  Believing he can obtain a pure virus sample in order to 

find a cure in the future.

BLURAY WILD Wild card

Jason Statham, 

Stanley Tucci R

A bodyguard goes after the sadistic thug who beat his friend, only to find that the object of his wrath 

is the son of a powerful mob boss.

BLURAY WRATH

Wrath of the 

Titans

Sam Worthington, 

Rosamund Pike PG-13

Perseus braves the treacherous underworld to rescue his father, Zeus, captured by his son, Ares, and 

brother Hades who unleash the ancient Titans upon the world.

DVD DOCTOR 

SEASON 3

The Doctor Blake 

mysteries.

Craig McLachlan, 

Nadine Garner

Doctor Blake's  co-conspirator Lawson has been fired from Ballarat, his emotional embrace with Jean 

has changed life in the house and a new arrival leaves his tenure under threat. 

DVD LIKE

Like father like 

son

Robson Green, 

Jemma Redgrave

Dominic is engaged to Dee Stanton whose ex-husband is a serial killer serving a life sentence. They are 

certain her 15 year-old son will add to their married happiness until a girl in his class is found 

strangled.

DVD VICTOR 

SEASON 1 Victoria.

Jenna Coleman, Tom 

Hughes, 

In 1837, a diminutive, neglected teenager is crowned Queen Victoria, navigates the scandal, 

corruption, and political intrigues of the Court, and soon rises to become the most powerful woman in 

the world.

DVD BIG 

SEASON 5

The big bang 

theory.

Johnny Galecki, Jim 

Parsons, 

Regarding the opposite sex, they're on a steep learning curve. In every other sense, they're geniuses. 

Join physicists Leonard  and Sheldon as they ponder black holes, chemical deviations, and girls.

DVD EVERYB

Everybody loves 

Raymond.

Ray Romano, Patricia 

Heaton Series finale and original pilot.

DVD MERCY 

SEASON 2 Mercy Street.

McKinley Belcher III, 

Josh Radnor,

Season 2 continues to explore the growing chaos within Alexandria, the complicated interpersonal 

dynamics of Dr. Foster, Nurse Mary and the Mansion House staff, the increasingly precarious position 

of the Green family and the changing predicament of the burgeoning black population.

British TV Series

American TV Series
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DVD PERRY 

SEAS 4 VOL 2 Perry Mason.

Raymond Burr, 

Barbara Hale

Attorney Perry Mason specializes in defending indefensible cases with the aid of his secretary Della 

Street and investigator Paul Drake. 

DVD RED

Red Skelton 

Christmas

Red Skelton, Greer 

Garson.

DVD TRUE 

SEASON 1 True detective.

Matthew 

McConaughey, 

Woody Harrelson

In 2012, Louisiana State Police Detectives Rust Cohle and Martin Hart are brought in to revisit a 

homicide case they worked in 1995.  The two former detectives narrate the story of their 

investigation, reopening unhealed wounds, and drawing into question their supposed solving of a 

murder.

DVD WALKIN 

SEASON 1& 2

The walking 

dead.

Andrew Lincoln, Jon 

Bernthal

Waking up in an empty hospital after weeks in a coma, County Sheriff Rick Grimes finds himself alone. 

The world he knows is gone, ravaged by a zombie epidemic.

DVD DAYS

Indigenes = Days 

of Glory

Jamel Debbouze, 

Samy Naceri R

The tale of a 1943 WWII French Algerian Unit facing discrimination by its European counterparts. The 

French are preparing to land troops in Europe, but they cannot accomplish their task without 

recruiting men from their African colonies.

DVD MAN

En man som 

heter Ove = A 

Man Called Ove

Rolf Lassgard, Bahar 

Pars PG-13

Ove, a grumpy, isolated retiree who spends his days enforcing block association rules and visiting his 

wife's grave, decides to give up on life until an unlikely friendship develops with a boisterous young 

family that moves in next door.

DVD AGATHA 

MURDER

Murder on the 

Orient Express

Albert Finney, Lauren 

Bacall PG

Hercule Poirot is a dapper detective, aboard the Orient Express. When murder occurs, Poirot agrees 

to interview all aboard the famous trains Calais coach, hoping to find the killer of an American 

millionarie before the local police arrive.

DVD AMAZIN

Amazing love : 

the story of 

Hosea

Sean Astin, Elijah 

Alexander

 Teenagers are on a weekend camping trip led by their church youth group leader.  Joining them is 

teen outsider Ashley, who is materialistic and self-involved. Stuart takes the opportunity to share with 

the group the story of the Old Testament prophet Hosea. Is this powerful story enough to inspire the 

teens to open their hearts to such an amazing love? 

DVD AMERIC

American 

wedding

Jason Biggs, Molly 

Cheek R

Jim proposes to Michelle. Hoping to make the wedding day as special as possible for his bride, Jim 

enlists the help of his friends to help him make a good impression on his future in-laws. Stiffler and 

Finch battle for the attention of Michelle's younger sister Cadence and Jim's Grandmother objects to 

the wedding because Michelle is not Jewish. 

Foreign Films

Feature Films
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DVD ARRIVA Arrival

Amy Adams, Jeremy 

Renner PG-13

When mysterious spacecraft touch down around the world, a team, including linguist Louise Banks, is 

brought together to investigate. As mankind teeters on the verge of global war, Banks and the team 

race against time for answers, and to find them, she will take a chance that could threaten her life, 

and quite possibly humanity.

DVD ATTIC The attic

Mary Steenburgen, 

Paul Scofield

During the World War II Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, Miep Gies risks everything she has to 

hide two Jewish families in the attic over the office where she works.  She was their lifeline - provider 

of food and gentle encouragement - and it was through her courageous actions that Anne's diary was 

preserved and lives on today.

DVD BACHEL The bachelor

Chris O'Donnell, 

Renee Zellweger PG-13

Faced with the choice of getting married within 24 hours or losing a $100 million inheritance, 

unrepentant bachelor Jimmie Shannon.

DVD BALLS Balls of fury

Dan Fogler, 

Christopher Walken PG-13

In the world of extreme Ping-Pong, the competition is brutal and the stakes are deadly. Down-and-out 

former professional Ping-Pong phenom Randy Daytona gets sucked into this maelstrom when FBI 

Agent Rodriguez recruits him for a secret mission. Randy is determined to bounce back and recapture 

his former glory, all in an effort to smoke out his father's killer.

DVD BATTER

*Batteries not 

included

Hume Cronyn, 

Jessica Tandy PG

Brave, elderly holdouts to an unscrupulous real estate developer find help in the tiny, lost visitors 

from outer space who glide through their windows and into their lives.

DVD BOTTLE Bottle shock

Alan Rickman, Chris 

Pine PG-13

Napa Valley, 1976. For connoisseur Steven Spurrier, there is no finer art than French wine. Positive 

the small Napa wineries are no match for established French vintages, Spurrier challenges the 

Americans to a blind taste test. his publicity stunt may change the history of wine forever.

DVD CAPTAI

Captain 

Fantastic

Viggo Mortensen, 

George Mackay R

Deep in the forests of the Pacific Northwest, isolated from society, a devoted father is raising his six 

children. But when a tragedy strikes the family, they are forced to leave this self-created paradise and 

begin a journey into the outside world that challenges his idea of what it means to be a parent.

DVD CARRIE Carrie

Laurence Olivier, 

Jennifer Jones

A beautiful young woman leaves her family in a small rural town and heads to Chicago, where she 

becomes romantically involved with a commitment-shy salesman and a married restaurant manager.

DVD CASINO Casino

Robert De Niro, 

Sharon Stone R

Ace is the smooth operator of a casino, while Nicky is his boyhood friend, robbing and shaking down 

the locals. However, they each have a tragic flaw--Ace falls in love with a hustler, Ginger, and Nicky 

falls into an ever-deepening spiral of drugs and violence.
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DVD CHAMBE The chamber

Chris O'Donnell, 

Gene Hackman R

Adam Hall is an idealistic young attorney who takes on the death row clemency case of his one-time 

Klansman grandfather, Sam Cayhall. With just 28 days before the execution, Adam  discovers 

deceptions and dark secrets that ultimately lead him to the startling truth.

DVD COPACA Copacabana

Barry Manilow, 

Annette O'Toole

Barry Manilow's hit song comes to life in this musical about 2 star-crossed lovers -- a struggling young 

pianist and a chorus girl working in New York's Copacabana nightclub.

DVD CROWDE The crowded sky

Dana Andrews, 

Rhonda Fleming

 Dana Andrews leads a top cast in a tale of two planes on a collision course with each other. And with 

destiny.

DVD EVERY

Every secret 

thing

Elizabeth Banks, 

Diane Lane R

In a small upstate New York town, two 11-year-old girls from opposite sides of the tracks are 

convicted of murdering an infant and sentenced to juvenile detention facilities. But when a toddler 

goes missing seven years later, Detective Nancy Porter begins to suspect recently released Ronnie and 

Alice. 

DVD FILMS

The films of 

Michael Powell

David Niven / James 

Mason PG

A matter of life and death: British flyer Peter Carter jumps from his plane without parachute and 

wakes up in a nether world between Earth and the next life. He is  put on trial for his life.;  Age of 

consent: Based on the life of controversial Australian artist Norman Lindsay. Lindsay is a jaded painter 

who is trying to revitalize his creative soul. He meets Cora, an uninhibited young woman on her own 

journey of self-discovery."

DVD FIRST The first of May

Joe DiMaggio, Julie 

Harris G

A heartwarming family film about a foster child who feels unwanted in his new home and befriends a 

vivacious elderly woman who rebels at the restrictions in her nursing home. Together they run away 

to find family and join the Clyde Beatty circus.

DVD FIRST

The First Wives 

Club

Bette Midler, Goldie 

Hawn PG

After years of helping their hubbies climb the corporate ladder, each wife has been dumped for a 

newer, curvier model. The trio is determined to turn their pain into gain. They come up with a cleverly 

devious plan to hit their exes where it really hurts--in the wallet!

DVD FOOL

A fool and his 

money

Sandra Bullock, 

Jonathan Penner R

 New York advertising executive, Morris Codman, seems to have it all.  When he loses his job he 

decides to use his advertising expertise to create, package and market a shady product.  Morris' 

bizzare antics in promoting his product surprisingly lead to a fortune, but can love survive his quest for 

the almighty dollar? 

DVD FOURTE 1408

John Cusack, Mary 

McCormack PG-13

Renowned horror novelist Mike Enslin only believes what he can see with his own two eyes. After a 

string of bestsellers discrediting paranormal events in the most infamous haunted houses and 

graveyards around the world, he scoffs at the concept of an afterlife.  But when he checks into suite 

1408 of the notorious Dolphin Hotel for his latest project, Enslin must go from skeptic to true believer, 

all while trying to survive the night.
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DVD FRIDAY

The Friday 3-

movie 

collection: 

Ice Cube, Chris 

Tucker R

The fun kicks off in Friday when Craig and Smokey must come up with the $200 they owe a bully. 

Craig is a marked man when Next Friday rolls around, so he moves in with family in the suburbs. 

Friday after next brings holiday time, but a sleazy Santa robs Craig of his loot.

DVD FROZEN Frozen river

Melissa Leo, Misty 

Upham R

Takes place in the days before Christmas near a little-known border crossing on the Mohawk 

reservation between New York State and Quebec. Ray, a white woman, and Lila, a Mohawk, both 

single mothers facing desperate circumstances, are drawn by the lure of fast money into the world of 

border smuggling across the frozen water of the St. Lawrence River.

DVD GHOST

The ghost and 

Mrs. Muir

Gene Tierney, Rex 

Harrison G

At the turn of the century a young widow and her daughter move into a cottage on the English coast. 

Soon she learns that the cottage is haunted by the ghost of its former owner, a sea captain. When he 

finds he can't scare her away, they soon fall into a most unlikely love affair!

DVD GHOSTB

Ghostbusters 1 

& 2

Bill Murray, Dan 

Aykroyd PG

Murray, Aykroyd and Ramis are a band of parapsychologists who specialize in ridding Manhattan of 

bizarre apparitions.

DVD HALLOW Halloween

Jamie Lee Curtis, 

Donald Pleasence R

On Halloween night years ago, little Michael Meyers brutally slaughtered his sister in cold blood. For 

the last fifteen years, town residents have rested easy, knowing that he was safely locked away in a 

mental hospital, until tonight. Tonight, Michael returns to the same quiet neighborhood to relive his 

grisly murder.

DVD HARDBA Hardball

Keanu Reeves, Diane 

Lane PG-13

A down-on-his-luck gambler finds himself in debt to a dangerous loan shark. Desperate for cash, he 

reluctantly takes on the job of coaching a youth baseball team. Now, as he wrestles with his past, the 

kids start to teach him some lessons that will forever change his future.

DVD HEREAF Hereafter

Matt Damon, Cecile 

De France PG-13

George is a blue-collar American with a connection to the afterlife dating from his childhood. French 

journalist Marie has a near-death experience that shakes her reality. When London schoolboy Marcus 

loses the person closest to him, he desperately needs answers. Their lives will intersect,  changed by 

what they believe might exist in the hereafter.

DVD HOMEFR Homefront

Winona Ryder, Jason 

Statham R

An action-packed thriller about how far one man will go to protect his family. Widowed ex-DEA agent 

Phil Broker retires to a quiet Southern town with his ten-year-old daughter and discovers that the 

idyllic setting is riddled with drugs and violence. When a riveting chain of events forces him to face off 

with psychotic local drug lord Gator Bodine, Broker must retaliate using the fearsome skills he hoped 

to keep in his past.
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DVD HOT Hot shots!

Charlie Sheen, Cary 

Elwes PG-13

A team of crack (or is it cracked?) jet jockeys led by an incompetent commander spend their nights 

carousing and their days training for secret operation  Sleepy Weasel --A lightning strike against a 

desert kingdom.

DVD HOUSE

House at the end 

of the street

Jennifer Lawrence, 

Max Thieriot

Intense 

violence 

and 

terror

Newly divorced Sarah and her teenage daughter Elissa have just moved to the suburbs for a fresh 

start. But their hopes quickly shatter as they learn that, years earlier, a grisly murder took place next 

door when a deranged girl killed her parents and disappeared. The girl's older brother Ryan still 

occupies the house, and when he befriends Elissa, his secretive past could become her worst 

nightmare.

DVD IN

In the electric 

mist

Tommy Lee Jones, 

John Goodman R

While on an investigation into a series of grisly murders, veteran detective Dave Robicheaux navigates 

his way through the Louisiana bayou and the dark, sultry world of New Orleans mobster 'Baby Feet' 

Balboni. Layers of corruption and long-dead secrets reawaken grudges and a lethal alliance.

DVD INCIDE The incident

Walter Matthau, 

Susan Blakely

Set during World War II, an attorney is coerced into defending a German POW who is accused of 

murdering the town physician, the attorney's best friend.

DVD INTERV

Interview with 

the vampire Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt R

Going back to New Orleans, 1791, a young man, Louis is an  unhappy widower.  When Lestat de 

Lioncourt comes into his life, the vampire Lestat, allows Louis to make the decision of either death or 

life as a vampire forever. Not until his decision is already made, does Louis realize what he has 

become. 

DVD IVANHO Ivanhoe

Robert Taylor, 

Elizabeth Taylor

Adaptation of Sir Walter Scott's classic tale set in England in the Middle Ages. Also includes a Tom and 

Jerry cartoon, The Two Mouseketeers, and a swashbuckler movie trailer gallery.

DVD JACK Jack Reacher.

Tom Cruise, Cobie 

Smulders PG-13

Based on Lee Child's bestselling novel Never Go Back, finds the itinerant problem-solver accused of 

murder, and learning that he may have a child he has never met.

DVD JACKAL The Jackal

Bruce Willis, Richard 

Gere R

Declan Mulqueen, an imprisoned underground operative, is the only man who can stop the Jackal, an 

assassin. Now, the Deputy Director of the FBI is taking the biggest risk of all ... he's releasing one 

criminal to stop another.

DVD KING King Arthur

Clive Owen, Keira 

Knightley

Arthur wishes to leave Britain and return to the peace and stability of Rome. Before he can, one final 

mission leads him and his Knights of the Round Table to the conclusion that when Rome is gone, 

Britain will need a leader to fill the void.

DVD KNOCK Knock knock

Keanu Reeves, 

Lorenza Izzo R

A family man's kind gesture turns into a dangerous seduction and a deadly game of cat and mouse 

when he opens the door to two stranded young women.
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DVD KRIPPE

Krippendorf's 

tribe

Richard Dreyfuss, 

Jenna Elfman PG-13

A university professor is paid to find the last undiscovered tribe of New Guinea. When he fails to find 

the tribe, he comes home, and rather than admitting that he's failed, he gives a lecture about the 

tribe and then has his family dressup,  so that he can film them as proof of his discovery.

DVD LAST

Last man 

standing

Bruce Willis, 

Christopher Walken R

John Smith is a mysterious stranger who is drawn into a vicious war between two rival crime families. 

In a dangerous game, he switches allegiances between them, offering his services to the highest 

bidder. As the death toll mounts, he takes the law into his own hands in a deadly race to remain the 

last man standing.

DVD LIAR Liar liar

Jim Carrey, Maura 

Tierney PG-13

Fletcher Reed is a fast-talking attorney and habitual liar. When his son Max blows out the candles on 

his fifth birthday cake, he has just one wish-- that his dad will stop lying for 24 hours. When Max's 

wish comes true, Fletcher discovers that his biggest asset-- his mouth-- has become his biggest 

liability.

DVD LITTLE Little red wagon

Anna Gunn, Chandler 

Canterbury PG

hen eight year old Zack sets out to help the homeless children in America in the wake of Hurricane 

Charley, by walking across the country, he must overcome bureaucrats and blisters and capture the 

hearts of his family and the entire nation.

DVD LOVING Loving

Joel Edgerton, Ruth 

Negga PG-13

The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, an interracial couple, whose challenge of their anti-

miscegenation arrest for their marriage in Virginia led to a legal battle that would end at the US 

Supreme Court.

DVD LUV Luv

Jack Lemmon, Peter 

Falk The story of a down-and-out loser and the crazy friends who save his life.

DVD MACBET Macbeth

Patrick Stewart, Kate 

Fleetwood Graphic

Adaptation of the stage production which relocates the action to a nameless 20th-century 

underground facility, offering a parable of the quest for power in the modern world.

DVD MAGGIE

Maggie's 

passage

Ali Faulkner, Mike 

Norris

Eighteen-year-old Maggie runs away from her adopted Christian home after her father's tragic death. 

She feels the need to locate her birth mother. Maggie finds herself living on the streets alone. But God 

brings people into her life who will help make her 'passage' to a new life in Christ a reality.

DVD MAMA Mama

Jessica Chastain, 

Nikolaj Coster-

Waldau. PG-13

A supernatural thriller that tells the haunting tale of two little girls who disappeared into the woods 

the day that their parents were killed. They are rescued years later and begin a new life, they find that 

someone or something still wants to come tuck them in at night.

DVD MEATBA Meatballs

Bill Murray, Harvey 

Atkin PG

The wackiest head counselor in North Star camp history, Tripper Harrison devotes his summer 

activities to cracking jokes, chasing female staffers, and plotting the demise of their evil rich rivals, the 

snotty young brats at nearby Camp Mohawk.
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DVD 

MIXED/HOLIDAY Mixed nuts

Steve Martin, 

Madeline Kahn PG-13

A wild and wacky comedy about oddball characters in Los Angeles at Christmastime, centered around 

a suicide hotline service.

DVD NACHO Nacho Libre

Jack Black, Peter 

Stormare. PG

Ignacio 'Nacho' is a cook by day in a Mexican orphanage who moonlights as a lucha libre wrestler to 

raise money for the orphans.

DVD NARROW Narrow margin

Gene Hackman, 

Anne Archer R

An L.A. District Attorney attempts to take an unwilling murder witness back to the U S to testify 

against a mob boss. Attempting to escape two deadly hitmen sent to silence her, they board a 

Vancouver-bound train only to discover that the killers are onboard with them.

DVD NINETY 99 homes

Andrew Garfield, 

Michael Shannon R

When a single father Dennis Nash is evicted from his home, his only chance to win it back is to go to 

work for Rick Carver, the charismatic and ruthless businessman who evicted him in the first place.  As 

Nash falls deeper into Carver's web, he finds his situation grows more brutal and dangerous than he 

ever imagined.

DVD ONDINE Ondine

Colin Farrell, Alicja 

Bachleda PG-13

Tells the story of Syracuse, a simple fisherman who catches a beautiful and mysterious woman in his 

trawler nets. The woman seems to be dead, but then she comes alive.  With the help of his ailing yet 

irrepressible daughter, Annie, he comes to believe that the fantastical might be possible and that the 

woman (Ondine) might be a myth come true.

DVD PAINT

Paint your 

wagon

Lee Marvin, Clint 

Eastwood PG-13

The story of a goldmining boom town centering on the work-and-play partnership of two miners and 

the wife they share.

DVD PREDAT Predator

Arnold 

Schwarzenegger 

/Danny Glover

Predator: Schaefer and his men, an elite military rescue unit, are recruited by the CIA to rescue 

hostages held by guerrilla fighters in the Latin American jungle. Predator 2: Predator is a savage alien, 

on his second visit to Earth, he lands in Los Angeles and begins a series of ghastly murders.

DVD PRESTI The prestige

Hugh Jackman, 

Christian Bale PG-13

Set against the backdrop of turn-of-the-century London. Two magicians share an intense rivalry with 

each other and leads them on a life-long battle for supremacy. The rivalry is so intense that is will be 

full of obsession, deceit and jealousy, with dangerous and deadly consequences.

DVD REPLAC

The 

replacements

Keanu Reeves, Gene 

Hackman PG-13

Shane Falco, a washed-out all-American QB, guides a team of misfits assembled by veteran coach 

Jimmy McGinty to replace striking pro players.

DVD RESIDE

Resident evil 

trilogy

Resident evil: Milla 

Jovovich, Michelle 

Rodriguez

Resident evil, Resident evil, apocalypse , &   Resident evil, extinction : A virus has escaped in a secret 

facility turning the staff into hungry zombies. A military team must shut a computer and get out, 

fighting their way past zombies, mutants, and the computer itself, before the virus escapes and infects 

the rest of the world. 
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DVD ROBOCO Robocop

Peter Weller, Nancy 

Allen

RoboCop is designed to stop a crimewave which is spreading all across America. The cyborg is 

programmed to serve the public trust. All goes well at first and Robocop stops every sleaze ball he 

encounters, but there are forces which will stop at nothing to see him eliminated.

DVD ROLLER Rollerball

James Caan, John 

Houseman

In the perfectly controlled society of the 21st century, the only outlet for violence is a deadly 

spectator sport--Rollerball.

DVD SAVAGE Savages

Laura Linney, Philip 

Seymour Hoffman

Jon and Wendy Savage are two siblings who have spent their adult years trying to recover from their 

abusive father, Lenny. Suddenly, a call comes. Lenny suffers from dementia.  The Savage siblings feel 

obliged to take care of him. Now the siblings are forced to face the struggle with their now personal 

demons.

DVD SEVEN

The seven year 

itch 

Marilyn Monroe, 

Tom Ewell

Richard Sherman is a happily married man whose wife and son are off on vacation when his tempting 

new neighbor sneaks in one hot summer night to cool off in his air-conditioned apartment. How does 

an ordinary man deal with this irresistible temptation after seven years of marriage?

DVD SHALLO Shallow Hal

Gwyneth Paltrow, 

Jack Black PG-13

Following the advice of his dying father, Hal dates only physically beautiful women. One day, he runs 

into a self-help guru who hypnotises him into recognizing only the inner beauty of women. Hal then 

meets Rosemary, a grossly obese woman who Hal sees as a vision of loveliness. Will their relationship 

survive when Hal's equally shallow friend undoes the hypnosis and Hal sees the real Rosemary?

DVD SHOPGI Shopgirl

Steve Martin, Claire 

Danes R

Ray Porter is a button-down 50-something executive. Mirabelle a 20-something with a pile of 

promises, debt, and depression.  When the gentlemanly Porter calls, his appearance in her life begins 

to make her whole. It also immediately sets her up for sadness when Mirabelle, very mistakenly, sees 

Ray as a potential lifelong mate.

DVD SIN Sin city

Bruce Willis, Jessica 

Alba R A collection of intertwined stories stemming from corruption, revenge and the criminal underworld.

DVD SON

The son of no 

one

Channing Tatum, 

Tracy Morgan R

Jonathan is a second-generation cop who gets assigned to a homicide cold case in his neighborhood.  

There is evidence of a possible cover-up by the former lead detective. As Jonathan digs deeper into 

the assignment, a dark secret about the case emerges, which threatens to destroy his life and his 

family.

DVD STEALT Stealth

Josh Lucas, Jessica 

Biel PG-13

In the near future, the Navy develops a stealth fighter plane. On board piloting the jet is an artificial 

intelligence computer.  But when the computer develops a mind of its own, it's the humans who are 

charged with stopping it before it incites a war.
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DVD STREAM

Streams in the 

desert.

Sue Hooser, Dana 

Nichols

A movie actress meets an elderly woman and openly shares her struggles of her career and young 

faith.

DVD SUICID Suicide kings

Christopher Walken, 

Denis Leary R

Avery's sister has been kidnapped and ransomed for $2,000,000. Desperate, he and his buddies 

abduct a retired mob boss to try to force him to use his contacts to find the girl.

DVD SWAT S.W.A.T.

Samuel L. Jackson, 

Colin Farrell PG-13

Two wisecracking, battle-hardened veterans team up with a pair of street smart rookies to form the 

most free-wheeling, but effective, S.W.A.T. team ever.  Their first assignment: transport an 

international drug kingpin to federal custody, after he's offered $100 million to anyone who will free 

him.

DVD SWEET Sweet dreams

Jessica Lange, Ed 

Harris PG-13

Sweet Dreams is the true story of the legendary Patsy Cline, charting the most dramatic years of her 

efforts to become a top country singer.

DVD UNCOND

Unconditional 

love

Kathy Bates, Rupert 

Everett PG-13

When Grace Beasley's husband leaves her, she goes on an impulsive trip abroad to attend the funeral 

of her idol. In the process, she gets caught up in a wild adventure with an unlikely companion who 

convinces her to start living life on her own terms.

DVD VIRTUO Virtuosity

Denzel Washington, 

Kelly Lynch R

The movie features the struggle between a L.A. police officer and a dangerous, sadistic intelligent 

notorious killer, a virtual reality creation that has escaped cyberspace.

DVD WANTED Wanted

James McAvoy, 

Morgan Freeman R

Everyone knows Wes will amount to nothing - that is until he meets the sexy woman named Fox, and 

then everything changes. Wes' estranged father is murdered, and the deadly Fox recruits him into The 

Fraternity, a secret society that trains him to avenge his father's death, by unlocking his dormant 

powers.

DVD WATERL Waterloo Bridge

Vivien Leigh, Robert 

Taylor

On the eve of World War II, Roy, a British officer, revisits Waterloo Bridge where he and Myra met 

and fell in love during an air raid at the beginning of World War I. Heartbroken after Roy was 

reportedly killed in action, Myra turned to prostitution to make her way. The report, however, was 

false, and when Roy returns from a POW camp, Myra's shattered spirit may no longer hold any room 

for happiness.

DVD WHEN

When a stranger 

calls

Camilla Belle, Brian 

Geraghty PG-13

To Jill Johnson, it was the perfect babysitting job. The parents were away. The fridge was stocked. The 

children were tucked into bed. But then the phone rings and an ominous voice asks,  Have you 

checked the children?

DVD WINSLO

The Winslow 

boy

Nigel Hawthorne, 

Jeremy Northam G A barrister defends a 14-year-old naval cadet accused of stealing a postal money-order.

Non-fiction DVD
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DVD B CASTRO 

FIDEL CASTRO Castro No credits provided.

Fidel Castro, the infamous Cuban dictator, has long been the target of a protracted and often bizarre 

series of assassination attempts. This program explores Castro's fascinating political career and his 

baffling ability to survive the more than 600 attempts on his life.

DVD B GUEVAR 

CHE TRU

The true story of 

Che Guevara

Upon entering the international spotlight, Guevara was as loved by some as he was reviled by others. 

From a privileged childhood in Argentina to the lonely execution in the jungles of Bolivia, his life is  

revealed through interviews with his family, supporters, and enemies. 

DVD 304.27 

DOG Dogs decoded

Narrator, Lance 

Lewman;  Juliane 

Kaminski

Dogs have been domesticated for longer than any other animal on the planet.  New research is 

revealing what dog lovers have suspected all along, that dogs have an uncanny ability to read and 

respond to human emotions.

DVD 327.73 

WHY Why we fight

Interviews with 

Senator John 

McCain, Gore Vidal,  

Dan Rather. PG-13

Explores a half-century of U.S. foreign policy from World War II to the Iraq War, revealing how 

corporate interests have become alarmingly entangled in the business of war. What emerges is a 

portrait of a nation in transition--drifting dangerously far from her founding principles toward a more 

imperial and uncertain future.

DVD 599.772 

DOG

Dogs and more 

dogs

Narrated by John 

Lithgow.

John Lithgow narrates this insightful look at how dogs evolved from fierce wolves to playful pets--and 

why there are so many types of dogs today.--Container.

DVD 782.42163 

CEL Voyage

Performed by Celtic 

Thunder

Celtic Thunder continues to explore their Irish and Celtic roots in this 6th Public Television special, 

highlighting the diversity of Irish music and song.

DVD 917.8 LEW

Lewis & Clark: 

the journey of 

the Corps of 

Discovery

Narrator: Hal 

Holbrook.

Tells the story of the most important expedition in American history, led by Captains Meriwether 

Lewis and William Clark. Includes the stories of the young army men, French-Canadian boatmen, 

Clark's African-American slave, and the Shoshone woman named Sacagawea who went with them.

DVD 937 ROM

The Roman 

Empire classics A collection of National Geographic classics about the ancient Roman Empire.
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